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The first two days of the course are held on the
Newnham Campus (6km from CBD) in Launceston
before moving to Mount Cameron Field Study
Centre for the remaining 6 days.
On Sunday afternoon we travel for about 2 hours
to the Mount Cameron Field Study Centre deep in
the Cameron Regional Reserve NE Tasmania.
The Field Study Centre owned and operated by
Scottsdale High School and is located in the
Mount Cameron Range, 145 km (2¼ hours)
from Launceston.

The Mount Cameron Range and its immediate
environs provide about 25 square kilometres of
bush suitable for a wide range of outdoor activities.
The camp provides basic but comfortable
accommodation and serves as a base from
which we run all of our teaching activities.
There is electricity for lighting and charging things
that need charging. However, please note that the
camp is in an isolated location little to no mobile
phone reception.
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Inevitably, as with any such location there are
no shops of any kind anywhere near the camp.
It is recommended that you stock what you need
before arriving in Launceston or at retail outlets
during the first two days. Attempts will be made
to allow this to occur during breaks.
Perhaps the most important person on the course
is Heather – the cook. She will provide wonderful
breakfasts, lunches and dinners. Hot drinks and
biscuits will be available throughout the day.
The range itself contains seven small granite
peaks and is the dominant land mark of the
north-east. The highest peak, Mt. Cameron,
has an altitude of 551 metres.

Much of the area carries eucalyptus and sheoak
woodland with some patches of heathland and a
few gullies filled with wet sclerophyll.
The whole area is noted for its mountain scenery,
diverse flora including displays of wild flowers and a
number of now abandoned alluvial tin mining sites.
There are a number of marked bush walking tracks
of various lengths in the area to local look outs,
peaks, historical sites and Mt. Cameron itself.

